Gene conversion is defined as the non-reciprocal transfer of information between homologous sequences. Despite methodological problems to establish non-reciprocity, gene conversion has been demonstrated in a wide variety of bacteria. Besides examples of high-frequency reversion of mutations in repeated genes, gene conversion in bacterial genomes has been implicated in concerted evolution of multigene families. Gene conversion also has a prime importance in the generation of antigenic variation, an interesting mechanism whereby some bacterial pathogens are able to avoid the host immune system. In this review, we analyze examples of bacterial gene conversion (some of them spawned from the current genomic revolution), as well as the molecular models that explain gene conversion and its association with crossovers.
Introduction
Homologous recombination is crucial for the longterm survival and evolution of bacterial cells. Although recombination is frequently analyzed in the context of lateral gene transfer (an intergenomic event), most of the recombination occurring in bacterial cells is an intragenomic event. This kind of recombination may help the repair of collapsed replication forks, a rather frequent event in bacteria [1] [2] [3] . Moreover, intragenomic recombination between resident repeated sequences (either between insertion sequences or with members of multigene families) also occur with a high frequency. Multigene families are an inherent part of eukaryotic, archeal and prokaryotic genomes [4] [5] [6] . Commonly, members of these families share high sequence similarity, thereby they could be potential targets for exchange of genetic material by homologous recombination. Besides exchange of variant genomic information, other possible outcomes of intragenomic recombination could be genomic rearrangements, such as translocations, deletions, duplications and inversions with diverse biological implications [7] [8] [9] . Another result of a recombination event is the non-reciprocal transfer of genetic information between two or more gene copies, a process called gene conversion.
Several studies have shown that gene conversion may play an important role in the evolution of multigene families. For example, some bacterial pathogens have the capacity to produce a high diversity of transmembrane proteins, which help to avoid the host immune system. The common theme in this case is that variant gene sequences are transferred from unexpressed genes (termed pseudogenes or gene cassettes) into an expressed sequence, through gene conversion. This process has the consequence that different expressed genes are now generated, provoking antigenic diversity [10] . The degree of variability achieved is conditioned by the number of unexpressed cassettes and their sequence diversity. The concerted evolution of multigene families (i.e. the spread of identical mutations between its members) is another consequence of probable gene conversion events [11] [12] [13] . Furthermore, mutations that confer a weak biological advantage when present in a single member, can be transferred by gene conversion to all the copies of the family, thus maximizing their effect on fitness [14] .
As shown in Fig. 1 , gene conversion is associated, half of the time, with exchange of flanking markers. When this occurs, a sector of a sequence is transferred into its homologous zone. Note that in this case there is exchange of flanking markers ( Fig. 1(a) ). This kind of recombination may affect the genome stability, provoking genomic rearrangements. On the other hand, if gene conversion occurs without associated exchanges, only a sector is transferred ( Fig. 1(b) ). This opens the possibility for concerted evolution of a multigene family without affecting the genome architecture. In this review, we will analyze the current experimental and phylogenetic evidence for the occurrence of gene conversion in bacteria (see Table 1 ). This analysis also includes a study of antigenic variation mediated by gene conversion. Other specialized instances of gene conversion, such as intron homing and marker exclusion in phages [15] [16] [17] , are out of the scope of this review. Excellent texts on homologous recombination are available [18, 19] .
Molecular models that explain recombination and gene conversion
The first molecular model that explained gene conversion was initially proposed by Holliday in 1964 ([20] , for a historical account see [21] ). His pioneering proposal (based solely in experiments with lower fungi) leads to the model that bears his name (Fig. 2 ). In this model, recombination inititiates with a single-strand nick made in both of the DNA participating molecules, followed by unwinding and strand exchange. Then, a four-strand structure is formed (Holliday junction), which can be resolved to give two different results: crossing over or gene conversion. Of course, if the DNA molecules are not identical in sequence, some mismatches will arise in the heteroduplex DNA, and so, the repair system will recognize and probably correct them. Depending of the repair preference, there will be gene conversion or only reciprocal exchange. The length of the gene conversion tract will depend on both the migration of the Holliday structure and the capacity to repair the mismatches before replication. Finally, orientation of the cuts needed to resolve the Holliday junction will ultimately determine the end result, being gene conversion events, crossover events, or both. Therefore, in the Holliday model, gene conversion will be esentially a consequence of DNA heteroduplex formation and the role of the repair system.
The great flexibility and richness of the Holliday proposal, coupled to its heuristic and predictive power, made this model to stay unchallenged for a decade. However, Meselson and Radding [22] (Fig. 2) proposed some important modifications to the Holliday model, trying to fit in some new data in Saccharomyces cerevisiae; in this organism little or no reciprocal heteroduplex DNA could be detected [21, 23] , a feature that departs from the expectatives of the Holliday model. In the Meselson-Radding model, one single-strand cut is made in one of the chains, which is then displaced by the action of a DNA polymerase. The displaced chain invades the homolog sequence; ligation of the newly synthesized strand with a strand of the same polarity in the other homolog generates the Holliday junction (Fig. 2) . Reso- lution of this intermediate occurs in the same form as in the Holliday model. In this model, the invading sequence can give origin to a non-reciprocal DNA heteroduplex, that later on becomes a reciprocal heteroduplex region, upon migration of the Holliday junction; repair in any of these heteroduplexes may generate gene conversion. A more recent model that has gained wide acceptance is the double-strand break repair model (DSBR) proposed by Szostak et al. [24] (Fig. 2 ). This DSBR model emerged as the canonical model because of the huge amount of genetic evidence in fungi that indicate that double-strand breaks (rather than single-strand breaks) can act as initiators of recombination [25, 26] . In this model, recombination initiates with a double-strand break, continued by extensive single chain degradation in the 5 0 to 3 0 direction, thus generating a gap with exposed 3 0 overhangs. One of these 3 0 overhangs can invade the uncut homolog, thus displacing a D-loop that can pair with the remaining 3 0 overhang; the paired Dloop can act as a template for DNA synthesis, primed by the 3 0 overhang. Of course, the other invading 3 0 end should be also a primer for a DNA polymerase. These events of DNA synthesis repair the gap formed during initiation with information from the uncut homolog. Upon strand ligation, two Holliday junctions are created, which are able to migrate and extend the heteroduplex segment. As in the previous models, orientation of cutting of the Holliday junctions will result in crossover, gene conversion or both. According to the DSBR model, segments of gene conversion can be generated in two different ways. One alternative is through repair, by DNA synthesis, of the gap produced during initiation. The other is through mismatch repair of heteroduplex DNA. Thus, gene conversion segment length will depend on the extent of the gap, size of the heteroduplex region and the migration capacity of the Holliday structures.
A specific prediction of all these models is that gene conversion is associated, half of the time, with crossover. However, a wealth of data from yeast, both from meiotic [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] as well as mitotic [30] [31] [32] recombination, shows that gene conversion may occur at significant proportions without an associated crossover. A recent modification of the DSBR model, termed the synthesisdependent strand annealing model (SDSA, Fig. 2 ) [33] , deals nicely with this result. In this model, a doublestrand cut is made in one DNA duplex; this doublestrand break is then processed by degradation to generate protruding 3 0 ends. One of these 3 0 ends invades a homologous region and starts DNA synthesis using as template the homologous strand. So, a D-loop is formed as a consequence of strand displacing and DNA synthesis. The model then postulates that the newly synthesized strand may dislodge from the invaded duplex (conceivably by the action of helicases), making it available to pair with the other 3 0 end in its original duplex. A full duplex is then restored by limited DNA synthesis. Gene [72] conversion may arise in this model through DNA synthesis or through mismatch repair; however, in both cases, gene conversion is not associated with crossover. Support for these models, especially the DSBR model, have been obtained through detailed analysis of meiotic recombination in ascomycete fungi, where recovery of all the products of a recombination event in a nonselective way is possible. Molecular analysis of these systems, plus the finding of enzymes that promote double-strand breaks on recombination hotspots, validate the general applicability of the DSBR model in eukaryotes [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] 34, 35] . However, the DSBR model is also a useful framework to explain recombination and gene conversion in prokaryotes. In fact, most of the proteins that play essential roles in recombination, such as for annealing and strand exchange (RecA), migration and resolution of the Holliday junction (RuvA, RuvB, RuvC, and RecG), to mention but a few, were first discovered in Escherichia coli [36] .
Moreover, there is ample evidence of the role of double-strand breaks in promoting recombination in prokaryotes, including phage systems [35, 37] and bacterial chromosomes as well [35, [38] [39] [40] [41] . These double-strand breaks are thought to be generated by progression of the replication fork over regions on the template that harbor DNA nicks as a product of DNA damage [42] .
Experimental verification of gene conversion in bacteria
One particular caveat in working with gene conversion in prokaryotes is that, in general, it is difficult to ensure the recovery of the two products of a recombination event. This is an important limitation, because a possible gene conversion event may originate either from gene conversion or from two crossover events flanking the ''converted'' region. This last event is possible to occur during replication. Double crossover events occurring between sister strands may create a product similar to gene conversion. For this reason, many plausible gene conversion events have been dubbed as ''apparent gene conversion events'' [43] . In fact, the only group of organisms in which recovery of the products of a single recombination event is possible is the ascomycete fungi (such as yeast, Neurospora or Sordaria), where all the products of a single meiosis are enclosed in an ascus. In these, scoring if recombination occurs in a reciprocal or non-reciprocal way, as well as an evaluation of the number of crossover events is possible. Given the absence of such a nice biological trick as the ascus in most organisms, we have to resort to indirect strategies to make likely that the two products of a recombination event are recovered.
One of these, used frequently for analysis of gene conversion in prokaryotes, is based on the use of special substrates that undergo intragenomic recombination. Molecules harboring inverted repeats (either in small plasmids or in the chromosome) are preferred for this purpose, because it is easier to ascertain if a product arise through gene conversion and its association with crossover [43] . The common theme under this approach is that specific mutations present in only one repeat will appear in the two copies whenever a gene conversion event has occurred; if this event is associated with a reciprocal crossover, this would lead to the generation of an inversion of the intervening segment. Note that under the scenario of reciprocal recombination, the finding of an inversion makes more likely the recovery of the two products of a recombination event. Even in this case, the issue of gene conversion in bacterial genomes is far from settled. As we will see in this review, there are sev- eral reports in which gene conversion has been adequately demonstrated. In other cases, it is impossible to ascertain if the reported event arose through gene conversion or by double recombination between sister strands.
Kobayashi and his colleagues made a clever use of molecules harboring inverted repeats in their studies on gene conversion in E. coli. They employed a plasmid system harboring two inverted, inactive copies of the neomycin/kanamycin resistance gene [38, 44] . One of the copies has a deletion, 283 bp long, towards the 5 0 end of the gene, while the other is inactivated by a 248 bp deletion near its 3 0 end. Thus, recombination between the two inactive copies (either as crossover, gene conversion or both) is needed to reconstruct the neo gene, giving resistance to kanamycin. During the analysis of the results obtained with this system, it must be kept in mind that E. coli has three different pathways for recombination (RecBCD, RecF and RecE) that differ in the mode of initiation [45] . Two of these pathways (Rec-BCD and RecF) are active in wild-type strains, while expression of the RecE pathway requires of special activating mutations.
Upon introduction of this plasmid system into a wild-type E. coli strain, kanamycin-resistant derivatives were readily obtained. The participation of gene conversion in their generation was initially surmised because plasmids isolated from neo r derivatives have replaced the deletion in one of the copies with wildtype information from the other copy, in some cases with an associated crossover leading to inversion. However, detailed analysis revealed that these products originated from multiple rounds of recombination, rather than from gene conversion. In this scenario, two plasmid molecules engage in an intermolecular crossover, thus generating a dimer. Intramolecular recombination in this dimer then generates monomers, which resemble gene conversion products because they are the result of two crossover events. Conclusive evidence for the existence of the dimer and the generation of apparent gene conversion monomers has been obtained [44] . Although the occurrence of gene conversion in a wild-type strain remained possible, its presence is obscured by the high recombination rate found in this strain.
Convincing evidence for gene conversion was found, however, when this plasmid system was introduced into mutant strains that have only a functional RecE pathway (recBC sbcA) or a RecF pathway (recBC sbcBC) [46] . In both cases, gene conversion events were obtained. Dimer formation was not observed in neither of these backgrounds and, in fact, an artificially formed dimer introduced in these strains was not resolved into apparent gene convertants [46] . Thus, gene conversion is generated by both the RecE and the RecF recombination pathways.
These two pathways, however, do not produce gene convertants in the same way. For the RecE pathway, in almost half of the products that displayed gene conversion, there was a crossover nearby [44, 46] , as expected according to the DSBR model. Similar results were also observed for gene convertants obtained through the action of the phage k Red pathway for recombination [37] . Surprisingly, convertants arising through the RecF pathway were rarely, if ever, associated with crossovers [46] . Although the gene convertants associated with crossovers are clearly explained through the DSBR model, a majority of gene convertants not associated with crossovers was an unexpected finding.
To explain this finding, Kobayashi has argued, rather persuasively, for a novel kind of recombination model, called the half-crossing over model [46, 47] . According to this model, recombination through the RecF pathway occurs most of the time as a half-crossover (that is, generating one recombinant DNA molecule out of two parental DNA molecules). The gene convertants without an associated crossover can be explained as a result of two successive half-crossover events [46, 47] .
This model makes the explicit prediction that recombination through the RecF pathway has to happen without the generation of two products from a recombination event (termed conservative recombination by Kobayashi) , but generating only a single recombinant product (non-conservative recombination). Extensive studies using this system have shown that while recombination through the RecF pathway is non-conservative [39, 46, 48, 49] , recombination through both the RecE and the phage k Red pathways proceed in a conservative (i.e. reciprocal) way [39, 40, 49] . There is conflicting evidence regarding the reciprocity of recombination in wild-type E. coli cells. While data from Kobayashi suggest that there is an appreciable amount of non-conservative recombination [39] , other groups have found, using both chromosomal [50, 51] as well as plasmid systems [52] , that recombination proceeds in a reciprocal way. In fact, it has been suggested that recombination in wild-type cells occurs in a two-step fashion. In the first step (Rec-BCD independent), recombination proceeds in a nonconservative way, but in a second step, the presence of RecBCD stimulate the production of reciprocal crossovers [51] .
These studies have shown that recombination through the RecF pathway generates gene convertants in a radically different way, i.e., through the formation of half-crossovers. In our opinion, gene convertants generated through both the RecE and the k Red pathways, and perhaps also in wild-type cells, can be adequately explained through the DSBR model. Under this view, gene convertants not associated with crossovers may occur by normal resolution of the two Holliday intermediates or through the SDSA model, a variation of the DSBR model that deals adequately with this finding [33] . More experiments are needed to ascertain the validity of the SDSA model in E. coli.
Another well studied example is concerned with the concerted evolution of duplicated tufA and tufB genes (which encode for the translation factor EF-Tu) in Salmonella typhimurium [53] . These two genes diverge 1% in nucleotide sequence and are located 700 Kb apart on the chromosome of S. typhimurium, in an inverted orientation. Detection of gene conversion is possible using special mutant alleles (tufA8 or tufB103, both producing a change Ala375Thr); any of these two alleles give a kirromycin sensitive phenotype in the presence of a wild-type copy of the other tuf gene. A kirromycin-resistant phenotype is produced, however, upon sequence homogenization to a mutant allele (i.e. a gene conversion event) in both tufA and tufB. A similar rationale allows isolation of putative gene conversion events by differences in growth rate. Extent of sequence transfer by gene conversion can be evaluated by scoring the cotransfer of unselected sequence differences between tufA and tufB. Using this system, Abdulkarim and Hughes [53] detected transfer of sequence information between these two genes at rates of 10 À8 -10 À9 per cell division, depending of which copy acts as the donor. Mutations in recombination and repair genes affect gene conversion rates, either lowering (recA, recB) or increasing (mutSLH) them. The length of gene conversion tracts is variable, but can be almost the entire gene length (1182 bp). Such gene conversion events are closely associated with the generation of chromosomal inversions, linking, as expected from molecular models of recombination, gene conversion with crossover [54] .
For the tufA-tufB model, it was also possible to provide compelling evidence for the occurrence of gene conversion rather than double crossovers (apparent gene convertants) as the cause for homogenization. In this system, homogenization of the two genes to the mutant sequence leads to a kirromycin (Kr)-resistant phenotype, while homogenization toward the wild-type sequence leads to a streptomycin (Sm)-resistant phenotype [55] . Thus, if reciprocal crossovers between sister molecules are responsible for homogenization, both Kr-and Sm-resistant derivatives should be found, at similar magnitudes, in individual tubes of fluctuation experiments aimed to detect homogenization. In contrast, Arwidsson and Hughes [55] found conclusive evidence in favor of a non-reciprocal transfer of these mutations, because the frequencies of Kr-and Sm-resistant derivatives were different in individual tubes of a fluctuation experiment by about one order of magnitude. Therefore, reciprocal recombination between both tuf genes in sister molecules is not the major cause for homogenization. Additionally, they sequenced both tuf genes and analyzed the gene conversion tracts and observed that the tracts were not similar in Kr-and Smresistant strains. Such experiments support gene conversion events as a mechanism of homogenization of the tuf genes in Salmonella [55] .
Another plausible evidence for the occurrence of gene conversion has been reported for Mycobacterium smegmatis [56] . In this organism, resistance to aminoglycoside antibiotics (such as amikacin, gentamicin and tobramycin) is due to a recessive mutation in the 16S rRNA gene (at position 1408, A ! G); since this organism contains two complete rRNA operons, aminoglycoside resistance is seen only at a very low frequency (10 À11 per viable cell). To investigate the mechanisms involved in homogenization of this allele, an integrative vector carrying a mutated rRNA operon was introduced by transformation into a sensitive strain (1408 wt ) that harbors a single copy of the rRNA operon. The vector integrates as a single copy into an ectopic site (attB) of the M. smegmatis genome. Initial integrants were sensitive to aminoglycosides, due to its heterozygotic nature (1408 wt /1408 mut ). However, aminoglycoside-resistant derivatives arose at a very high frequency (10 À4 per viable cell); these resistant derivatives were due to homogenization of the 1408 mut allele into the original rRNA operon. Interestingly, the homogenization process does not occur in a recA mutant strain, indicating the participation of homologous recombination in the conversion of this allele. These results are consistent with a nonreciprocal transfer of this recessive mutation by gene conversion between the two rRNA copies [56] . Unfortunately, the possible association of gene conversion with crossover was not explored in this work.
Artificial merodiploid strains have been also used in Helicobacter pylori to detect gene conversion. In this case, a truncated, silent copy of the rpsL gene (encoding the S12 ribosomal protein) was inserted into an ectopic site [57] . This silent copy also harbors a mutation that, when incorporated into the wild-type gene, confers streptomycin resistance. Derivatives resistant to streptomycin were isolated readily (at a frequency of 10 À3 per viable cell) from this merodiploid; as expected, their isolation frequency is strongly reduced in a recA mutant background. Sequencing of both copies in streptomycin-resistant derivatives revealed homogenization of the mutation between the two copies. Since no hybrid genes, product of a putative reciprocal recombination event were found, these results are more consistent with a recA-dependent gene conversion event [57] .
The genome of the nitrogen-fixing bacteria Rhizobium etli is an excellent model to study concerted evolution and gene conversion events because of the presence of many reiterated elements and multigene families [58] . One interesting example is the nitrogenase (nifH) family, comprised by three non-contiguous copies located on the symbiotic plasmid [59] . Nucleotide sequence of the three nifH copies is identical [60] . The nature of events that homogenize sequence differences was explored by introducing a 28 bp insertion into the nifH gene. This insertion abolishes, by polarity, the expression of a nifD:: kan gene fusion inserted downstream. Thus, events that lead to the loss of the 28 bp insertion can be easily scored by selection for resistance to kanamycin. Diverse recombination events, including gene conversion, maintain the sequence identity of the members of the family [61] . These events require of the existence of additional, wild-type copies of the nifH gene, as well as of a functional recA gene. However, at least in some cases, apparent gene conversion events might result from repeated reciprocal exchanges, because it was not possible to recover all the products of the recombination event.
To circumvent this difficulty, G. Santoyo and D. Romero (unpublished results) designed a two-plasmid crossover system, which allows the recovery of all the recombination products, making feasible the analysis of bona fide gene conversion events. Single-nucleotide RFLPs introduced every 100 bp along the nifH gene allow an evaluation of the size of the segment transferred by gene conversion. Interestingly, most of the crossovers were strongly associated with gene conversion (98%). The length of the tracts transferred varies from 150 to 800 bp, with a mean of 500 bp (half of the gene).
Gene conversion has also been found between paralogous genes (i.e. generated by an ancient duplication, see below) in the naturally transformable bacterium Acinetobacter calcoaceticus [62, 63] . In this species, both the catJ and the pcaJ genes (located 20-kb apart on the chromosome) encode b-ketoadipate:succinyl CoA transferase; the catJ gene is required for growth on the xenobiotic compound catechol, while pcaJ is needed for growth on protocatechuate. These genes respond to different metabolic inducers, so inactivation of pcaJ precludes growth on protocatechuate, despite the presence of a wild-type catJ gene. As expected for genes that are the product of a duplication, they share 99% of identity. Interestingly, high-frequency reversion (10 À5 ) of a pcaJ3125 mutation was observed only in the presence of a catJ gene [64] . Reversion frequency is reduced nearly 100-fold by deletion of the catJ gene [64] or by a mutation in recA [62] . High-frequency reversion is unaffected by deoxyribonuclease treatment, thus ruling out natural transformation as the cause of this phenomenon. Gene conversion in pcaJ revertants was ascertained by tracking the transfer of single-nucleotide differences from catJ into pcaJ; this revealed that apparent gene conversion tracts may range from less than 315 bp to more than 881 bp [63] .
Data reviewed thus far describes evidence for intragenomic gene conversion among repeated zones on the one-kilobase size range. This repeat size, or even shorter, is perhaps the most frequent size for repeated sequences in bacterial genomes. However, extended repeat regions may appear as a product of the action of transposons or through the generation of long tandem duplications [7, 8] . Roth and Segall [43] have studied the characteristics of gene conversion in S. typhimurium on instances when the recombining regions are large (either 5 or 40 kb) and located in an inverted orientation. The mutations to be converted were, in both cases, insertions of transposable elements.
Interestingly, the phenomenology of gene conversion departs from the one observed with one-kb repeats. Crossover between long repeated sequences (generating an inversion) is frequently accompanied by gene conversion (38-88% of the time); in contrast, crossover between shorter (5 kb repeats) is accompanied by gene conversion only in a minority of the cases (1-4%). This effect was seen upon a variety of chromosomal intervals. The formation of gene conversion associated with crossovers is clearly dependent on a functional recA gene. While inactivation of recB reduces inversion formation and associated gene conversion, it preserves a class of convertants, dubbed ''apparent gene convertants'' in which conversion is not associated with crossovers [43] .
These data are clearly different to those obtained in previous assays that analyze gene conversion using sequences in the one-kb range. Although these differences might be explained by assuming an enhanced frequency of multiple recombination events in repeats in the 5-40 kb range, there are other, perhaps more interesting alternatives. One of these is that this kind of substrates, by virtue of the long heteroduplex sequences needed to cover these insertions, have different enzymatic requirements for its processing. Another alternative is that these long substrates are differentially sensitive to local variations in conformation, imposed by loops on the bacterial chromosome. More work is needed to establish the generality of these findings, as well as to try to correlate this with possible landmarks in genome architecture.
Molecular evolutionary inference as an aid to detect gene conversion
The accessibility to complete genome sequences of over 100 different bacteria is paving the way to novel approaches to study bacterial genome evolution. Analysis of whole genome sequences has revealed an unexpected abundance of repeated sequences and multigene families in prokaryotes [4] [5] [6] . Specially, short, identical repeated sequences (aprox. 300 bp long) are very common of some bacterial genomes [6] . More germane to the purpose of this review, studying gene conversion at the genomic level is now feasible, due to the availability of powerful computer programs and statistical tests able to detect the occurrence of gene conversion events in multigene families [65] [66] [67] .
All the programs designed to detect gene conversion rely on an analysis on the extent of similarity between orthologs and paralogs. The distinction between orthologs and paralogs is crucial to this end. Orthologous genes are linked by descent, having shared a common ancestor in the course of its evolution. Paralogous genes, in contrast, are commonly generated by duplication, sharing a common ancestor only at the time of the duplication [68, 69] (Fig. 3(a) ). A different, perhaps less frequent route for the generation of a paralog gene, would be by horizontal acquisition of an ortholog from another species. These sequences are sometimes called xenologs, and pose special problems for their detection and characterization [69] . Sequence comparisons between the members of a given multigene family within a strain are mostly comparisons between paralogs. Ortholog comparisons are only those that compare the sequence of a given gene (X) with the one that is linked by descent (X 0 ). In principle, for a multigene family generated by ancient duplication events, paralogous comparisons should exhibit the same overall degree of divergence than orthologous comparisons. This would be the most likely result if evolution of a given copy occurs independently of the other copies (Fig. 3) . However, for many cases of multigene families in eukaryotes, paralogous comparisons tend to be more similar than orthologous comparisons (Fig. 3) . This is tantamount to say that copies of a multigene family within an organism are evolving in a non-independent way, a process that it is known as concerted evolution. Although there are several molecular mechanisms that can explain the process of concerted evolution (such as repeated transposition and unequal crossing over), gene conversion has gained wide acceptance because only requires a high sequence similarity between the sequences to be homogenized. Moreover, homogenized sequences can be generated without the production of rearrangements, a by-product of homogenization via unequal crossover.
Up to now, there are many examples of concerted evolution of multigene families in prokaryotes. Repeated sequences, such as the REP sequences in E. coli [70] , were initially proposed to keep homogeneity in sequence through gene conversion. Multigene families encoding essential cell components, however, have been prime targets for this type of analysis, since they are widespread in bacteria. One typical example refers to the ribosomal genes (rRNA) in bacteria and archaea [71] . Although all the ribosomal genes of bacteria and archaea are similar between genera, a higher similarity is seen for comparisons between copies within a given species (paralogous comparisons), a situation strongly suggestive of concerted evolution. Since frequent transposition has not been reported for rRNA genes, and given their scattered location in the genomes analyzed, gene conversion emerges as the most likely mechanism for sequence homogenization. Based on the distribution of similar regions between these copies, gene conversion tracts are short (less than 500 bp); moreover, a patchy distribution of the conversion segments was commonplace in these cases [71] .
Another interesting example pertains to the evolution of the elongation factor protein EF-Tu, which is encoded by the tuf genes. The tuf genes are duplicated in several bacteria, including E. coli, Haemophilus influenzae, Vibrio cholerae, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Neisseria meningitidis, Deinococcus radiodurans [72] and S. typhimurium [53] . Although the presence of duplicate tuf genes is not universal among bacteria, genomic neighborhood analysis supports the interpretation that these repeats are the product of an ancient duplication, followed by differential loss or maintenance of the duplicates [72] . The high identity between the duplicates within a species, coupled with the divergence seen in orthologous comparisons, indicates the occurrence of concerted evolution through gene conversion for this family [72] . In fact, as mentioned before, the action of gene conversion between members of this family has been supported in S. typhimurium [53] .
Molecular evolutionary inference is also useful to detect patterns of concerted evolution at the intraspecies level. Analyses of this kind have unraveled a complex evolutionary pattern for the babA and babB genes, which belong to a family of outer membrane proteins in H. pylori [57] . Upon sequencing the babA and babB genes from 23 H. pylori strains from different origins worldwide, a segmental pattern of concerted evolution was found for the 3 0 region of these genes, but not in the 5 0 or middle zones. Additionally, it was found that the nucleotide substitution frequencies (NSF) is different for each gene segment, with the NSF for the 3 0 segment being significantly lower than the overall mean substitution frequency. Moreover, the NSFs for this segment Fig. 3 . Phylogenetic analysis can reveal concerted vs. divergent evolution. In strain B, X 0 and Y 0 genes are paralogous, the same situation applies for strain C. Genes (in both strains B and C) with the same shading are orthologous (a). Paralogous genes can take two different routes through time, concerted or divergent evolution (b). These are distinguishable because, under concerted evolution, paralogs within a given strain retain a high identity. Under divergent evolution, paralogs within a strain become diverse in sequence.
were also lower for comparisons within the same strain than between strains. All these observations are consistent with a non-independent evolution of this gene family, most likely through gene conversion. The experimental demonstration of the occurrence of gene conversion in this species supports this interpretation.
Although it is clear that the 3 0 segment is evolving through concerted evolution, a recent article [73] gives an unexpected turn to this story. Upon experimental infection of rhesus monkeys with H. pylori J166, it was found that most of the strains have lost the ability to express the BabA protein. Most of these strains have modifications that inactivate the promoter region of babA, but other show a pattern indicative of gene conversion in the babA locus, using babB information as the donor. Interestingly, the segment transferred from babB corresponds to the middle region, not to the 3 0 region [73] . It is thought that the increased expression of babB, as a consequence of gene conversion, increases adherence to the gastric epithelium, thus favoring chronic infection. Thus, even if this particular gene conversion event is rare in the population, a strong positive selection within the host may allow its predominance.
An analysis of the distribution of conserved segments in multigene families has also been done for genes encoding outer membrane proteins in H. pylori and Chlamydia pneumoniae [68] . In this work, the authors took advantage of the existence of complete genome sequences for two strains of each species; this allowed the possibility of clear ortholog and paralog comparisons. Phylogenetic analysis revealed multiple gene conversion events in several members of the Hop family of outer membrane proteins in H. pylori. However, for the C. pneumoniae strains, convincing evidence for gene conversion was only found for two paralog genes encoding predicted outer membrane proteins.
Another instance of concerted evolution at the intraspecies level has been reported for Campylobacter jejuni [74] . Strains of this species are the ethiological agent of important diarrhoeal diseases; this species harbor two highly similar copies of the flagellin gene (flaA and flaB). Upon sequencing and phylogenetic analysis of these genes in 16 strains from Campylobacter, clear evidence was found for concerted evolution. Interestingly, regions of similarity between these genes are segmental [74] , an observation clearly expected from the phenomenology of gene conversion.
In the nitrogen-fixing bacterium R. etli, it has been suggested that the identity between the members of the nifH multigene family may be due to concerted evolution. Besides the evidence mentioned above for gene conversion among the members of this family, the pattern of similarity among the three nifH members from 11 strains isolated from diverse world regions support the existence of concerted evolution (E. Sepú lveda and D. Romero, unpublished results).
All the instances of concerted evolution analyzed here share the implicit assumption that the homogenization process occurs by interaction of endogenous gene copies. It is possible, however, that lateral gene transfer plays a role in this process. In this view, a variant gene copy is acquired through gene transfer; this variant information may be spread then to the endogenous copies through gene conversion. An interesting example in this regard is posed by the evolution of the genes for 23S rRNA (rrl) in S. typhimurium. In the type strain of this organism (LT2), there are seven rrl genes; these genes are interrupted by at least an intervening sequence (IVS), that is excised from the transcript by RNase III during rRNA maturation [75] . Despite the fact that this process results in a fragmented 23S rRNA, this is still functional. Presence of IVSs in genes for 23S rRNA has been reported in fourteen different bacterial genera [76] .
For S. typhimurium LT2, two of the genes (rrlG and rrlH) share a 110 bp IVS called helix 25; these shared an identity of 56%. Six of the genes (rrlA-E and rrlH) possess a 90 bp IVS (helix 45) that is identical among all the copies. An analysis of the rrl genes in 21 natural isolates showed that, although many isolates were identical to S. typhimurium LT2, some have the 90 bp IVS in all the seven genes, and lack the 110 bp IVS [75] . This 90 bp IVS is at least 80% identical to the IVS from S. arizonae and Yersinia enterocolytica group 2 [75] , suggesting that these have a common evolutionary origin [77] . These data suggest that S. typhimurium acquired the 90 bp IVS (and perhaps the 110 IVS) through lateral transfer; the IVS was then spread to the remaining rrl copies by gene conversion, unequal crossover with a sister molecule or both [75] . A similar scenario has been proposed for the IVS of S. typhi [78] .
Role of gene conversion for the generation of antigenic variation
Many bacterial pathogens have developed antigenic variation systems to avoid or escape from host immune systems [10] . Neisseria gonorrhoeae and N. meningitidis [79] , Mycoplasma synoviae [80] , Anaplasma marginale [11] , Borrelia burgdorferi [81] , Borrelia hermsii [82] and C. jejuni [83] are some examples of pathogens that avoid clearance by the immune system through the use of antigenic variation. Survival in all the cases studied relies on a rapid switching in the type of outer membrane antigens produced, thus avoiding elimination. Diverse genetic mechanisms have been invoked to explain the molecular basis of antigenic variation, including modifications of transcriptional levels, genomic rearrangements and high rates of point mutation [10] . Although all these mechanisms participate in variation, the greatest richness in alternatives is reached through the use of combinatorial gene conversion (Fig. 4) . In most of the cases, there is a single gene that encodes an outer membrane antigen (the expressed sequence); variation in the kind of antigen expressed is achieved through the unidirectional transfer of information (i.e., gene conversion) from a large series of variant, unexpressed gene cassettes into the expressed site. Use of combinatorial gene conversion allows a successful balancing between the need of variation and the need of preserving some parts of the gene invariant, in order to permit proper biological function.
Pilin variation in the neisseriales, such as N. gonorrhoeae and N. meningitidis, was one of the first systems for antigenic variation described (see [84] for a review). For N. gonorrhoeae, a functional pilin protein is encoded by the pilE locus; this expressed locus occurs in one or two copies depending of the strain [85] [86] [87] . The pilE locus has a 5 0 region that is constant among isolates; in contrast, the central part is semivariable, while the 3 0 region is hypervariable [85] [86] [87] . Besides the expressed loci, N. gonorrhoeae has a repertoire of 16-19 silent pilin sequences called pilS cassettes; these loci have a complex structure, each including six semivariable or hypervariable regions, termed minicassettes. Antigenic variation occurs by gene conversion from the minicassettes in the pilS loci into the pilE locus; since antigenic variation was resistant to DNase in the culture medium, alternative interpretations such as intercell recombination mediated by transformation were excluded [79, 85] . Interestingly, since each minicassette locus can participate in up to six gene conversion events, the number of potential antigen variants is enormous (19 6 or roughly 47 million variants) [88] .
Although not all of these variants may represent functional proteins, the potentiality of this combinatorial strategy is vast. In fact, during studies of experimental human infection with N. gonorrhoeae, 11 novel antigenic variants were detected as early as two days after infection [87] . In most of these cases, the pilE sequences represented chimeras of minicassettes derived from up to three different pilS loci [87] . The fast variability observed is possible due to the high frequency of gene conversion even during in vitro conditions, which has been determined, by quantitative RT-PCR, at 3.3 · 10 À2 [88] . Although a clear environmental control of antigenic variation has been difficult to demonstrate, the gene conversion frequency is 2-fold higher upon transition into late log/stationary phase [88] , and is enhanced 10-fold upon growth in iron-depleted media [89] , by unknown mechanisms.
Genes participating in homologous recombination play an important role in gonococcal antigen variation. Mutations affecting strand exchange (either in recA or in its modulator, recX, [90, 91] ), invasion through the RecF pathway (recJ, recO, recQ or recR [84, 92, 93] ), or branch migration (ruvA or recG, [84] ) all reduce the frequency of antigenic variation. Enhancements in antigenic variation have been detected, for N. gonorrhoeae, upon mutation of recD [94] or in recB (for N. meningitidis [95] ). Although the last findings have been difficult to reproduce [84] , these data are consistent with antigenic variation occurring through the RecF pathway of recombination, while the RecBCD pathway may be removing substrates used for antigenic variation [84] .
Homologous recombination through the RecF pathway, however, does not suffice to explain the phenomenology of antigenic variation in the neisseriales. The high frequency of antigenic variation, coupled with the fact that gene conversion events may start with as few as 11 bp of fully homologous sequences, suggests that there may be specialized systems responsible for initiation. So far, these systems have resisted detailed characterization.
The detailed mechanism of gene conversion is also another potential avenue for research. It has been reported that recombination between repeated pilS sequences may generate circular structures that harbor a hybrid pilS locus [13] . These circles may promote transfer via gene conversion into the pilE locus. However, as noted before [84] , the frequency of circle formation is rather low compared to the frequency of antigenic variation (10 À5 vs. 10 À2 ), making circles unlikely intermediates for this process. Moreover, the antigenic variation system in the neisseriales shows a clear bias towards gene conversion, as opposed to gene conversion with crossover. This bias has previously been observed for other instances of gene conversion through the RecF pathway [46] . As noted previously, this bias may be explained by alternative models, such as the half-crossing over model or the SDSA model [33] . Presently, a distinction about which model is operating is still lacking. A similar mechanism of antigenic variation is seen for the spirochaetes B. burgdorferi and B. hermsii. In B. burgdorferi (the causal agent of Lyme disease), the system responsible for the diversity in antigenic types observed for the surface-exposed lipoprotein is VlsE. Production of this lipoprotein is dependent on a single expressed locus, vlsE, located in a 28 kb linear plasmid; upstream of this locus, there are 15 silent vls cassettes [81, 96] . Antigenic variants of the VlsE protein are readily produced during mice infection; most of the variations are restricted to the central part of the protein.
Gene conversion events between the silent copies and the expressed vlsE locus are responsible for this variability. As in the case of the neisseriales, gene conversion events occur in a combinatorial way, where a given antigenic variant may be the product of 6-11 segmental conversion events [81, 96] . Previous work has also shown the occurrence of combinatorial gene conversion for the vmp genes in B. hermsii [82, 97] .
Another interesting case occurs in A. marginale, which is a tick-transmitted ehrlichial pathogen responsible for anaplasmosis in mammalian hosts around the world [98] . Succesful avoidance of the immune system is achieved by antigenic variation in the outer membrane proteins encoded by the msp2 family. In this organism, there is a single expressed gene, termed msp2 as well as 9 msp2 pseudogenes, equivalent to the silent sequences in the neisseriales. Variation is achieved by combinatorial gene conversion from the silent pseudogenes into the expressed sequence [11, 12, 99] . Up to four sequential changes have been detected in the expressed gene; therefore, the potential of variation in this system is quite high (9 4 or 6561 potential variants [11] ). This number greatly exceeds the number of variants (500) thought to be needed to allow a persistent, lifelong infection [100] . Interestingly, in A. marginale there is a separate system, termed msp3, which also engages in gene conversion leading to antigenic variation [99] . The role of msp3 variation in immune system avoidance is currently unknown.
Combinatorial gene conversion has also been identified as one of the mechanisms participating in antigenic variation in M. synoviae, a pathogen for poultry. In this organism, MSPB (a lipoprotein) and MSPA (a haemagglutinin) are the main surface antigens; these display a high antigenic diversity [101] . Both antigens are encoded by a single gene (vlhA1), which undergoes post-translational cleavage and modification to yield MSPB and MSPA [102] . Although both the lipoprotein and the haemagglutinin sectors of the gene experience antigenic variation, combinatorial gene conversion is restricted to the haemagglutinin part. In this case, the vlhA1 locus functions as the expressed gene; there are at least other eight pseudogenes (vlh2-vlh9) that participate as donors in combinatorial gene conversion towards the expression locus [80] . This process may generate 120 potential MSPA variants [80] ; this is a conservative estimate, since the size of the full complement of vlh pseudogenes has not been determined yet. Although the exact frequency of antigenic variation for this protein has not been determined, it is frequent enough to be detected as sectored colonies that synthesize a variable antigen [101] .
The most recent example of combinatorial gene conversion as a source of heterogeneity was found in Treponema pallidum, the ethiological agent of human syphilis [103] . In this organism, there is a large variation in the structure of the major antigen encoded in the tprK gene. The expressed tprK gene has seven variable regions; there are also 47 pseudogene sequences, corresponding to these variable regions, which may function as donors in combinatorial gene conversion. Although it is not possible to evaluate the frequency of variation, the dynamics of the process has been followed during experimental infection in rabbits. TprK variants were readily isolated; structural analyses of these clearly show that variants were generated by gene conversion. Assuming only a one-to one interaction between the pseudogenes and variable sites in tprK, this process would generate at least 420 000 variants; of course the number would be higher if a combinatorial rule is used.
Data mentioned before illustrate the role of gene conversion on antigenic variation of multiple gene families in some bacterial pathogens. Additionally, it is shown that repeats are used as a reservoir to produce new gene variants, important to survive and stay within the host. Besides this, gene conversion is also playing an important role on the evolution gene families and genome architecture, essential for adaptation of variable environments.
Concluding remarks and perspectives
As reviewed above, experimental data from a variety systems have succedeed in demonstrating the feasibility of gene conversion in bacteria. This was achieved, despite the important limitation of being unable to recover both products of a recombination event, by exploring recombination between repeated sequences, especially those in an inverted orientation. Although the most detailed studies are still concentrated on E. coli and S. typhimurium, it can be anticipated that experimental verification of gene conversion will extend to representatives of other bacterial groups.
One important aspect that remains to be clarified regards the exact mechanism for gene conversion. Even if the current evidence favors the DSBR model, several instances of gene conversion, especially those that do not show association with crossovers, could be better explained through the SDSA model. Although the enzymatic requirements for the SDSA model are entirely likely to be fullfilled in bacteria, there are no demonstrations, to our knowledge, of its operation in bacteria. This demonstration is going to be crucial to understand the operation of the RecF pathway, prevalent in most bacteria, where gene conversion apparently proceeds with a weak association with crossovers.
More work is also needed to understand the basis of the differences in gene conversion for long vs. short repeats. In the only case analyzed thus far, gene conversion proceeds through a long insertion (5 kb) inmersed in the context of an even larger repeat (40 kb) . This might demand the generation of a very long heteroduplex region; although this may occur in bacteria [104] their requirements are still poorly understood.
On evolutionary terms, gene conversion fulfills two opposing roles in bacteria: concerted evolution and gene diversification (antigenic variation). These seemingly opposed roles in fact reflect the operation of gene conversion at different stages of evolution in a multigene family. In the first stage, after the generation of a duplicated sequence (either through intragenomic events or by horizontal transfer) homogenization through gene conversion is likely to predominate. This is entirely possible because, in general, gene conversion proceeds at higher frequency than spontaneous mutation. At this stage, the low or null divergence between the repeats allows the efficient operation of the homologous recombination system. So, the general tendency of duplicate sequences would be concerted variation.
The system, however, is not foolproof. Despite the existence of efficient systems for gene conversion, some of the duplicates would start to diverge in nucleotide sequence, due to random genetic drift. Even small proportions of sequence divergence would reduce severely the rate of homologous recombination, through the action of the mutS system, the most efficient ''editor'' of homologous recombination in bacteria [105, 106] . Reducing the rate of gene conversion then enhances the diversification rate of the duplicates, thus increasing the probability of functional diversification or even of extinction of the duplicate.
From this point of view, events that restore a high rate of gene conversion even with divergent duplicates would ultimate reset the state of affairs to one of concerted variation. One of these events would be the inactivation of the mutS function. One of the phenotypes of this kind of mutant, besides a general increase in mutability, is an enhancement in the rate of gene conversion, even with divergent duplicates [53, 105, 106] . Natural mutants in mutS may constitute a high proportion of the natural isolates in E. coli [107, 108] Salmonella [107] , P. aeruginosa [109] and Staphylococcus aureus [110] . The natural occurrence of these isolates has been rationalized by proposing that their enhanced mutability allows the bacteria to cope with variant environments [111, 112] , or as ideal recipients for horizontal transfer events [113] . However, as a collateral effect, these mutants would allow the restoration of concerted variation between diverging duplicates. Restoration of concerted variation does not require, however, the permanent inactivation of mutS. Environmental conditions, such as treatment with a high mutagen dose would generate mutS phenocopies [114] , that should be the origin of lineages displaying concerted variation.
Even faced with extensive divergence between duplicates, functional diversification or extinction are not inescapable fates for members of a multigene family. High-frequency gene conversion interactions are commonly seen among divergent copies, as happens in all systems for antigenic variation. Although the nature of the enzymatic systems that allow selectivity and directionality towards the expressed sequences remains obscure, these systems appear to have evolved by a combination of site-specific and homologous recombination steps. In this scenario, the systems that allow specific interaction among a expressed sequence and their cognate pseudogene sequences should be the product of recruitment of site-specific recombination systems for a novel purpose, namely antigenic variation. Extensive molecular diversity among these systems can be anticipated, in order to fulfill the need of a more specific interaction. The nature of these systems is eagerly awaited in the field.
The current revolution in bacterial genomics is generating a treasure trove from where data mining for novel examples of concerted evolution would be possible. The current emphasis, as analyzed in this review, is to look for examples of repeated genes that maintain a high degree of sequence identity. These studies are greatly aided by the existence of more than 150 completely sequenced bacterial genomes. In several cases, there are complete sequences of two or more isolates from a single species, thus facilitating the study of concerted variation at the intraspecific and interspecific levels. These studies need to be complemented by careful screening of examples of a ''complete gene-divergent pseudogenes'' arrangement, likely candidates for systems analogous to antigenic variation. So far, these systems appear to predominate in pathogenic bacteria, where increased variability gives a much needed leverage to survive in the complex environment of a mammalian host. This need for increased variability is not restricted to pathogens; in fact, is a desirable characteristic to thrive in a variety of ecological niches. Thus, it is not far-fetched to expect the discovery of similar systems in saprophytic or even symbiotic bacteria.
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